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Tariff structure and System costs
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Nature of System costs according to consumer demand
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Tariff structure. Some implications

Tariff structure
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System costs

Wrong incentives for
1) Energy / investment efficiency: excessive energy efficiency
incentive, lack of investment efficiency incentive
2) Self-consumption: the don’t pay their corresponding part of fixed
costs when self-consuming  implicit subsidy that may lead to an
excessive development
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Who pays the fixed costs that the consumers doesn´t pay for his selfconsumption?
The part of fixed cost that some consumers avoid to pay is assumed by
the rest of the consumers
Vicious circle generated by self-consumption
under a free-riding system
With inefficient tariff for free riding:
fewer consumers have to pay these
fixed costs
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Self-consumption in these conditions causes a cost transfer among
consumers and the unsustainability of the system (vicious circle)
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CNMC about self-consumption

CNMC
Informe 19/2013 sobre la propuesta de RD autoconsumo

(…)

Fixed charge equivalent to fixed costs

All consumers should pay all the costs

Avoid discrimination among consumers

No implicit subsidies
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From the system point of view, electricity tariff should allow an
efficient decision, preventing its economic unsustainability
System costs
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• “Initial inefficient” tariff give a wrong signal to consumers, since volumetric term is used to cover fixed costs
• However, “well designed” tariff will correct this problem to avoid free riding and cross subsidies among consumers
• The “current” tariff (since August 2013) has gradually increased the weight of the fixed term on access costs.
• Additionally, the introduction of a backup tariff for self consumers, equivalent of the avoided access costs, is on the
table.
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Evolution of the Spanish access tariff structure *

* Does not include energy costs
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Some additional thoughts about fixed term design

System costs

€/kW. Efficient incentive, as Grid costs are directly related to
contracted capacity
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•

Not ‘€/kW’ because it leads to inefficiently reduce capacity demand
(e.g. installing batteries)

•

Per-consumer charge ?  does not distort investment incentives, but
gives wrong incentives to aggregate loads or disconnect from the grid
(it also may imply discrimination against other energies)

•

Financed outside the electricity tariff  efficient incentives for
capacity investments and for different energy options

€/kWh
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Conclusions

• Tariff structure is important to give correct signals/incentives for
energy efficiency (consumption), investment efficiency and choice
between different energies
• There must be coherence for variable/fixed costs and volumetric/fixed
tariff terms.
- The Spanish experience is an example of good evolution
• Cost not related with supply (policy costs) should be allocated outside
the electricity tariff (i.e., public budget or shared among all types of
energy consumers)
- A second best would be to create a per-consumer tariff term, as they
give wrong incentives if charged as €/kW
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